Empire Profits By Selling To Itself

The New York Times

Theodore Roosevelt, who was once a stockbroker, governed the country with a very strong hand.

18 Reported Dead In Airliner Crash

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — A twin-engine Boeing 727 crashed into a house in a northern New Mexico town, authorities said, and the plane exploded in flames.

Mass Animal Graves Found

Policy Change Ordered

The New York Times

By NELSON ROBERTS

The Food and Drug Administration has ordered a recall of a drug that was found to be ineffective in treating a certain disease.

The drug, called Paroxetine, has been used by millions of people around the world.

The FDA has received reports of serious side effects, including heart problems and suicide.

The agency has determined that the drug’s benefit does not outweigh its risks.

The recall applies to all formulations of Paroxetine, regardless of whether they were approved by the FDA.

The FDA has also issued a warning to health care providers and patients about the potential risks of using Paroxetine.

The drug was approved in 2000 for the treatment of depression and anxiety.

The FDA has been investigating reports of rare but serious side effects since 2015.

ITT Mystery Grows

The New York Times

By JACOB SULLIVAN

The Federal Bureau of Investigation is investigating a 2006 death in a New York City prison, where an inmate was found dead in his cell.

The inmate, Alfonso Garcia, was serving a sentence for murder.

His death was initially ruled a suicide, but questions have since arisen about the circumstances.

Garcia’s family has hired lawyer Christopher Seeger to represent them.

The family is seeking a full investigation into Garcia’s death, including access to any surveillance footage.

The FBI has been investigating the case since 2015, but has not released any information.

Heavy Bond Vote Likely

The New York Times

By DUNCAN WATSON

The bond proposal for a new $1 billion hospital in the heart of New York City is facing opposition from a coalition of community groups.

The hospital is a joint venture between the city and a private developer.

The proposal calls for a $1 billion bond issue to fund the construction.

The community groups are concerned about the impact on local schools and businesses.

The bond vote is scheduled for later this month.

Activists Warn Of Conflict

The New York Times

By NELSON ROBERTS

A group of activist groups has called for a boycott of the hospital, citing concerns about its impact on the community.

The groups say they will mobilize to protest the bond vote and urge the city council to reject the proposal.

The hospital is scheduled to open in 2023.

Blacks Fly Medical Center

The New York Times

By RONALD THOMAS

The new Black Fly Medical Center in New York City will be a major boon to the local community.

The center will offer a range of services, including primary care, mental health, and dental.

It will serve as a hub for community health services, including a community health center and a health clinic.

The center is expected to open in 2024.
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Case Built Against Nix

It's Conveniently Located, Too

Continental Club 'Clicking' With Fun, Entertainment

Piggy Bank: Empty

Norman Phone Call
Charges Dismissed

Chitterlings' Benefit On Tap

OKLAHOMA
City
after dark

It's Conveniently Located, Too

Continental Club ‘Clicking’ With Fun, Entertainment

Help! Too Old... one of the many greetings we're getting you the finest in food and entertainment...

Entertainment
Bar
Parties

Governors Cl

3355 Main
753-2200

The Continental is an all night entertainment center.

ENTERTAINMENT
754-0500

The Continental is an all night entertainment center.

JAMMER CLUB
LOCATED IN TRADE WINDS—CENTRAL

Windjammer Club
KEVIN & 7TH DECADE

TO SET UPS FOR STAG LADIES WHO COVER CHARACTERS

Joe Country: Guitar

LOMAHARA CLUB
ERON HonDELL

MIXED DRINKS

OPEN 2PM TIL 2AM
947-9163
ENTERTAINMENT MONDAY-SATURDAY
9PM-1:30
Bobby Kent

Suburban Club

AM EXCLUSIVE CLUB

Jacques
RAMS HEAD CLUB

Tempty

at the Dutchman with special guests

Go Se€ O

CLUB

THE CIVICway

STRIKES

Frenslan

SINUAR

HEAVY METAL

MARCEA HABT

and friends playing your favorite sounds & dances for you.

THE INDIVIDUALS

CHUCK HILL

KENDY

NORTHWEST TRAVELodge

Tempo, Tempo

Pocket Money

Twelfth Night' Well Done

GOSSIP
cOLUMN

by Robin Adams Sloan

Musical Alphonse Hall, the general manager of the Twelfth Night Regional Ballet, said the Ballet is "a wonderful show" and that "it is a very entertaining presentation."

Lyric Sets Tryouts

The Lyric Theatre and the Oklahoma City Community College are holding tryouts for the new musical "Ladies Man," which opens in September.

Classic, 'Fun' Ballet Scheduled At OU

The Oklahoma City Regional Ballet is scheduled to perform a benefit at the University of Oklahoma on Saturday, April 13.
State Finance Of Bond Drive Called Legal

Road Bond Debates Set For Weekend

Embassier Draws Fine

Book Offered

They Knew Jesus

Baptists To Hold Teaching Classes

Missionary Meeting Set To Begin Sunday

Go To Church This Week

City Pastor Gives Credit To 'Baby Bed' Commitment
Editorials

Moscow Treaty Eyed Askance

Editorials in American newspapers are fast becoming a public record of the ways of diplomacy. This is particularly true of a letter to the editor in the Oklahoma Journal. The letteree stated that the draft of the Moscow Treaty, which the United States and the Soviet Union are expected to sign next month, aims at reducing the likelihood of war. He further stated that the treaty is a move toward the direction of peace.

The PEOPLE'S Voice

Undocumented

The Oklahoma Journal reports that approximately 1.2 million undocumented immigrants reside in the United States. The report states that 70% of these immigrants work in the manufacturing, construction, and agriculture industries. The newspaper also mentions that an estimated 500,000 undocumented immigrants have been deported in the last two years.

Tom Braden

Who Pays For Politics?

The Oklahoma Journal reports that the state of Oklahoma has spent over $100 million on political campaigns in the last election cycle. The newspaper states that a large portion of this money was spent on television and radio advertising.

Billy Graham

Thoughts

Billy Graham, a Christian minister, is quoted in the Oklahoma Journal as saying, "The new normal is nothing normal." He further states that we cannot return to the normal without Jesus Christ and a transformed heart.

Oklahoma 4G7

Home Builders in the OG&E Area Built Total Electric Homes Last Year.

The Oklahoma Journal reports that 447 homebuilders in the OG&E area built total electric homes last year. The report states that a total of 10,000 homes were built in the area last year.

From Baum Building

Fair Wants Columns

The Oklahoma Journal reports that Baum Building has purchased the Fair, a local newspaper. Baum Building has purchased the newspaper so that it can expand their business in the area.

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Pentagon Claims

Taiwan Is Safe

The Oklahoma Journal reports that the Pentagon has claimed that Taiwan is safe. The report states that the United States will continue to support Taiwan's self-defense capabilities.

Filings Assure Races

In Three Area Cities

The Oklahoma Journal reports that filings have been made for races in three area cities. The report states that the Democratic and Republican parties are running candidates for these races.

Delegation To Attend Meeting

The Oklahoma Journal reports that a delegation will attend a meeting. The report states that the purpose of the meeting is to discuss the future of the state.
SOONERS STAY ALIVE, 82-77

Fort Towson Advances In A Boys

Depew Hits Finals

Seminole Rips City Five

TITANS, VIKINGS GAIN STATE

Pirates Nab State Berth

Sasakwa To Play Boynton In Finals
Bowlegs, Fort Towson In A Girls Finals

Kansas Wins Track Titles

Favorites Take A Girls Games

Dead Heat At Oaklawn

OU Second In Swimming

Thomas Denies Drug Addiction

Northern Leads Juco Mat Meet

City Players At Eastern

Walkers Takes New Antlers

Indians Win Another Bottle

Believe It or Not!
## Market Summaries

### Dow Jones
- Closing Average
- Closing Range

### Standard & Poor's
- Index
- Composite

### Treasury
- Statement

### New York Stock Exchange
- Sales
- NYSSE Index
- 15 Most Active Stocks (NY)

### American Stock Exchange
- Sales
- What the Stock Market Did

### Insurance, Bank And Trust

### Counter Stocks
Lee's 69 Bags Lead At Miami

Blazers On Road, Return Sunday

Pokes Host Jays; Buffs Test K-State

Seniors Slate 6 Golf Meets

Language Barrier Exists In Bowling

OPEN HOUSE
ALL NEW TOTAL ELECTRIC MODEL HOMES...
Ready For Your Inspection. 4000 Block, Shadybrook Dr.

WE HAVE THE TOP SELECTION
IN MIDWEST CITY
737-3172

OPEN HOUSE Rings Way West

Orthodontic Associates - Orthodontics

Seniors Slate 6 Golf Meets

Card of Thanks

Pikes Peak Golf Course

Real Country Living Ranchwood Manor
In Kansas!

Shopping
SPECIAL PEOPLE, SPECIAL PLACES

GET RESULTS! Use Journal Want Ads!
NOW! LEAP YEAR SELL-A-BRATION ON '71 FORD EXECUTIVE CARS

Choose from hundreds hourly special pricing on new car security including:
- LTD 2-door hardtop
- LTD 4-door hardtop
- GALAXIE 500 2-door hardtop
- GALAXIE 500 4-door sedan
- LTD 2-door hardtop
- COUNTRY SEDAN
- 6-passenger station wagon

HURRY!

SHIFT TO GRIEP

We invite you to Shift to Good Service, Better Selection and just a Good Place to buy a Volkswagen. 5519 S.E. 15th

Fix 'Em Up Move 'Em Out

USED CAR SALE

Volkswagen presents the United States of America.

We Finance Also, Just bring your paycheck for immediate delivery.

Bud's All American Team offers more Extra Clean Used Cars at FANTASTIC SAVINGS

HARRIS FORD

MARCH IS FREE WIG MONTH!

Country Squire Wagons $3977

71's Direct From Ford Motor Company

FREE BEAUTIFUL SYNTHETIC WIG WITH THE PURCHASE OF 1971 NEW FORD OR SPECIAL FORD CDS IN STOCK

"KING OF FORDS"

Complete Selection of Datsuns in Stock Now!

Datson Prices Start At $1576

KEN'S DATSUN, INC.

1405 & Douglas Blvd.

Jeane Dixon's Astrological Forecast

Aries

Taurus

 Gemini

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

Libra

Scorpio

Sagittarius

Capricorn

Aquarius

Pisces

Today's Horoscope (March 4)

Your horoscope today shows a strong sense of purpose and determination. You are likely to be more assertive than usual, which can help you in achieving your goals. Be prepared to face challenges head-on, as they may enhance your resilience. However, remember to keep a balance between ambition and emotional well-being.

Advice:

Focus on setting realistic goals and breaking them down into manageable steps. This will help you maintain motivation and avoid frustration. In your personal life, communication is key. Express your feelings openly and honestly to strengthen relationships.

Love:

If you're in a relationship, your partner may offer support and understanding, even if they disagree with your decisions. If you're single, you might receive unexpected attention from someone who admires your qualities. Be open to exploring new connections but also take your time to get to know them better.

Career:

Your energy and enthusiasm may attract more opportunities to your door, so be ready to seize the moment. This could be a good time to take on new responsibilities or pursue a project that aligns with your passions. Avoid taking on too much at once; prioritize tasks and delegate when necessary.

Health:

Maintaining a healthy lifestyle is crucial today. Pay attention to your physical well-being, and consider engaging in activities that promote relaxation and stress relief. Eating a balanced diet and getting enough rest can help you stay energized throughout the day.
Volume buying saves you more!

Here's Proof...

CONVENIENT
CREDIT TERMS...

Luxurious Velvet
Sofa
$167

OUR 2 TOP SELLING OPEN STYLE
FAMILY ROOMS NOW AT THIS
REMARKABLE PRICE

YOU CHOOSE

R 11 ASSORTED
VELVET OTTOMANS
$19 88

11 ASSORTED
NIGHT STANDS
$19 88

17 ASSORTED
DINING ROOM
CHAIRS
$16 88

FURNITURE
THESE ARE CLOSEOUTS-OVERSEOCKS-OVERBUYING
UP TO 1/2 OFF

19 ASSORTED
BUNK MATTRESSES
$23

28 ASSORTED
TELEVISIONS
$880

13 ASSORTED
BEDROOM SUITES...
$97

11 ASSORTED
MATTRESS SPECIALS...
$23

1 ASSORTED
QUEEN-SIZE BED
$197

1 ASSORTED
SOFAS......
$97

1 ASSORTED
KING-Size BED
$47

1 ASSORTED
KING-SIZE BED
$44

1 ASSORTED
KING-SIZE BED
$125

1 ASSORTED
KING-SIZE BED
$157

CH FURNITURE
801 E. Mockingbird
Dallas, TX 75216

1-800-528-8865

SATURDAY, MARCH 1, 1975 The Oklahoma Journal

BLOOMIN'
Spring
Garden and Landscaping Section
CENTRAL FRIGIDAIRE SERVICE CENTER, INC.

PRESENTS OUTDOOR LIVING AT IT'S FINEST

SPECIAL!!! CORonet II Light Replacement Head Regularly $99.95

CHARETTE PORTABLE GAS GRILL $49.95

Financing available thru Oklahoma Natural Gas Company...

ABELA'S GAS GRILL FOR Sale NOW REASONS!

GAS LIGHT HEAD REPLACEMENT

$29.95

Cooking's A Gas
Gas grill center in its unique itself: both when combined with no parts and parts it is the best gas grill of its kind. A unique feature of the Abel.setState 1013 South Agnew 396-4251

Come and See Charming The Largest Display Of GAS LAMPS and GAS GRILLS IN OKLAHOMA.

GAS LIGHT HEAD REPLACEMENT

New Gas Lamp Panel 10-Inch National Insulation

For-Only $29.95

Light your yard for protection and beauty

Parts and Service for all Gas Lamps and Grills.

EMERSON FAN

1013 South Agnew 396-4241

Gas Grill Cooking A Red Hot Business

When the weather is hot, there seems to be no way to keep the family from being hot, especially in those long, hot days of summer. But there's a way to keep the family cool and the enjoyment for outdoor living. Gas grills are ideal for entertaining, and when you're ready to entertain your guests, you need the right equipment to make the meal memorable.

Barbecuing is one of the most popular outdoor activities in the United States, and gas grills have become a popular choice for outdoor cooking. Gas grills are convenient and easy to use, making them a great choice for hosting a barbecue or simply grilling a meal for the family. But, how do you choose the right gas grill for your needs?

Choosing the right gas grill depends on what you'll be cooking and how often you'll be using it. If you're looking for a grill that can handle a large crowd, abuilt-in gas grill might be the best choice. Built-in gas grills are designed to be integrated into your outdoor kitchen or patio, providing a space-saving solution for outdoor cooking.

Another option is a portable gas grill, which is perfect for tailgating, camping, or taking on the go. Portable gas grills are lightweight and easy to transport, making them ideal for outdoor activities where you need to cook on the go.

When it comes to cooking, there are a few key factors to consider. Do you want to sear or grill your food? If so, a gas grill with a high heat output and a fast startup time might be the best choice. If you're looking for a slower-paced cooking experience, a gas grill with a lower heat output and a slow startup time might be the best choice.

In conclusion, choosing the right gas grill for your needs depends on what you'll be cooking and how often you'll be using it. Whether you're looking for a built-in or portable gas grill, or a searing or grilling experience, there is a gas grill out there that will meet your needs. So, get ready to grill and enjoy the outdoors!
Seeds Scrubbed

Just as we seek new and better ways to beautify our gardens and yards, so too do we seek new and better ways to use seeds. Seeds are a valuable resource that can be used to create a diverse and colorful landscape. The key to successful seed use is choosing the right seed for the right location. Here are some tips for successful seed use:

1. Choose the right seed: Different seeds are suited to different climates and soils. Choose seeds that are adapted to your area.
2. Prepare the soil: Ensure the soil is well-drained and free of debris.
3. Plant at the right time: The timing of planting is important for successful seed growth.
4. Water regularly: Seedlings need regular watering to ensure they get enough water to grow.
5. Monitor for pests: Keep an eye out for pests that may damage your seedlings.

Grasses Abundant

Grasses are the backbone of any garden, providing stability and structure. They are low-maintenance and provide habitat for wildlife. Here are some tips for growing grasses:

1. Choose the right grass: Different grasses are suited to different climates and soils. Choose grasses that are adapted to your area.
2. Prepare the soil: Ensure the soil is well-drained and free of debris.
3. Plant at the right time: The timing of planting is important for successful grass growth.
4. Water regularly: Grasses need regular watering to ensure they get enough water to grow.
5. Monitor for pests: Keep an eye out for pests that may damage your grasses.

Pink Lawn?

Pink lawns are the newest trend in landscaping. They are a low-maintenance alternative to traditional green lawns. Here are some tips for growing a pink lawn:

1. Choose the right grass: Different grasses are suited to different climates and soils. Choose grasses that are adapted to your area.
2. Prepare the soil: Ensure the soil is well-drained and free of debris.
3. Plant at the right time: The timing of planting is important for successful grass growth.
4. Water regularly: Grasses need regular watering to ensure they get enough water to grow.
5. Monitor for pests: Keep an eye out for pests that may damage your grasses.

Green Acres

Green Acres is a home for all who love nature. Come visit us and be inspired by the beauty of the natural world. We offer a wide variety of plants and garden supplies to help you create your own green space.

Now's the Time To Control Crabgrass

Turf Magic Crabgrass Control $5.95

Mossel's Hort-O-Verde

Flower and Nursery Shop 4140 S. Main St., FLORENCE, ST. LOUIS, MO 63032

The professional Teamwork of Mossel's Nursery and Cardinal Pools will give you the assistance that will fulfill the dreams of every member of your family for years to come.

Business Perks Up

Greenery Is Revitalizing

Pleasant Environment

Customers are the lifeblood of any business. To keep them coming back, it's important to create a pleasant environment. This can be done by keeping the space clean and organized, providing comfortable seating, and offering good customer service.

Mini-Garden Fills Table

Small gardens can be a great way to add color and interest to your table. They are easy to maintain and can be moved around as needed.

GRAND OPENING

March 15th through March 18th
All Lawn Mowers Special Priced

B & M FARM HOME SUPPLY, INC.
1600 S. Ash Ave
314-878-4212

The Delmar Journal, Saturday, March 4, 1973


**Green’ Is Survival**

A vital alternative energy source — especially for those involved in power generation, transportation, and industrial applications — is wind energy. This has become increasingly important as the world’s reliance on fossil fuels continues to grow. Wind energy has the potential to help meet the world’s growing energy demands without contributing to climate change.

Plants Prevent Erosion

The underground structure of trees, shrubs, grass, and other plants plays an essential role in preventing soil erosion. These plants help to stabilize soil particles and reduce the impact of rainwater on the soil surface, thereby preventing the movement of soil particles and reducing the risk of erosion.

**Vegetable Seeds Sales Rise**

You’ll find that more and more of your neighbors are growing their own vegetables in their gardens. The sale of vegetable seeds has increased significantly during the past few years. This trend is likely due to the growing awareness of the benefits of eating a diet rich in vegetables.

**FREE! Carrying Case**

with purchase of a Poulan XXV chain saw

$129.95

(Manufacturer’s suggested price)

**Mower Safety Averts Chance Of Injury**

The Preventer!

Stop weeds before they start! Apply this non-chemical broadleaf weed control spray to control weeds before they begin to grow. Simply spray around the base of the plant and weeds will be killed. For best results, apply this product before weeds start to grow.

**Ortho Special CRABGRASS CONTROL**

Treats and feeds up to 6,000 sq. ft. Our special offer 2 boxes for $119.95

For an unusual and dramatic effect to your landscaping...the final touch is the "just right" statue accentuated with beautiful colored pebbles and rocks.

**Large Selection Statuary Reduced Up To 50%**

LARGE SELECTION OF STEPPING STONES...YARD SIZE AND COLOR SPRING SALE

**Gleiser Rock & Terrazzo Co.**

With almost 20 years of experience in the field of terrazzo, we can provide you with the highest-quality terrazzo products and services. Our team of experienced professionals is dedicated to delivering exceptional workmanship and customer satisfaction.

**Instant Lawn Care**

For a completely new look to your lawn...just add water and let Instant Lawn take care of the rest! Instant Lawn Care is a fast and easy way to transform your yard into a beautiful, green oasis.

**Kelley Garden Center**

301 S Broadway, Edmond 341-5282

Your ECOLOGICAL choice

**Ferti-lome**

Our Ferti-lome products are designed to help you create a healthier, more beautiful garden. We offer a wide range of fertilizers, soil conditioners, and other products to meet your specific gardening needs.

**Otosco CRAB GRASS Control**

20% OFF

Get over 12 lbs. of Crabgrass Control during this special offer - save 20% on our popular Crabgrass Control product.
Battle Of Weeds Hard To Win

Thick Turf Takes Work, Care

A good lawn needs a good root system, good soil, good water, and good care. To keep your lawn healthy and free of weeds, follow these guidelines:

1. Keep the soil moist but not soggy. Too much water can cause weeds to grow faster.
2. Mulch your lawn regularly to help retain moisture and improve soil structure.
3. Use a lawn mower with sharp blades to cut grass evenly and prevent weeds from growing.
4. Apply pre-emergent herbicides in the fall to prevent weeds from germinating.
5. Remove weeds by hand or with a hoe before they get established.
6. Fertilize your lawn with a balanced fertilizer to promote healthy growth.

Gaslights Popular, ONG Says

Modern American homes are increasingly incorporating gaslighting into their outdoor living areas. Gaslights are not only aesthetically pleasing but also practical, providing warm, soft lighting that enhances the ambiance of any outdoor space. Gaslights require minimal maintenance and are energy-efficient, making them a popular choice for homeowners.

One of the reasons gaslights are so popular is because they are relatively easy to install and maintain. With the proper tools and materials, anyone can install a gaslight system in their outdoor living area.

The Large Majority of the Rules are Not in the Bible, Says New Study

A recent study has shed light on the importance of interpreting religious texts in context. The study concluded that the majority of religious rules are not in the Bible but are rather interpretations added by religious leaders over time. This challenges traditional interpretations and encourages a more nuanced understanding of religious texts.

In an interview, the lead author of the study said, "It's important to remember that religious texts are not static and that their meanings can change over time. By interpreting these texts in context, we can gain a more accurate understanding of their true meaning.

Minimum Requirements Set

Pool Institute Establishing Standards

A new pool institute has been established to set minimum standards for pool design, construction, and maintenance. The institute aims to improve the quality and safety of pool facilities, ensuring that all pools meet certain criteria before they are built.

The institute's first task was to establish a set of minimum requirements for pool design, which includes factors such as the size of the pool, the depth of the pool, and the distance from the pool to the nearest property line.

Beds with a View: Selecting the Right Head of Your Choice & Save. Featuring the...

Coachman Gaslamp No. 101A

$29.95

Patio Gas Grill 1000 Series

$59.95

The Preventer!

This is the specific one...to the rear yard or to your home, the Preventer prevents weeds and grasses from growing. Preventer is made from a combination of materials that can control weeds and grasses without harming the surrounding soil.

Joining Soon

KEELER GARDEN CENTER

601 S. Broadway, 341-5293
Orchard Investment Bears Sweet Fruit

BY PAMELA C. MOORE

A year's orchard grows and yields can make a small, profitable difference in your income. Consider superb early and late varieties, and consider the extra income they will bring you. If you're growing apples, be sure to get your trees from a reputable nursery. One important note: if your trees are not doing well, check for care and management issues.

Pollution Is Target

Plants Aid Fight

The need and number of the necessary tree intervention—efficient and effective methods to fight against pollution and other hazards—has been addressed in this issue. Various methods are discussed, including the use of trees as a barrier against noise pollution. "Green Surveys" is also introduced as a tool for assessing tree health.

Upland Cress Easy To Grow

"Growing Upland Cress" is a comprehensive guide for growing this nutritious herb. It covers the benefits of Upland Cress, including its nutritional value and ease of growth. The guide also includes tips on selecting the right variety and growing conditions.

Safety's A Must On Riding Mowers

"Safety's A Must On Riding Mowers" emphasizes the importance of safety precautions when using riding mowers. It highlights the dangers associated with improper use and provides guidance on how to avoid common mistakes.

GAS GRILLS

FOR GREAT CHARCOAL FLAVOR WITH GAS CONVENIENCE

GAS GRILLS

SALES & SERVICE
843-3356
Some of the finest homes in...

★ CHICAGO ★ KANSAS CITY
★ DALLAS ★ DENVER
Are complimented by a beautiful, Hallmark Pool

A PRODUCT OF Hallmark pool corporation

REMEMBER —
You will probably buy one pool in your lifetime. Be smart...Build the Lifetime Pool... Build Hallmark.

LaRue POOLS
672-4402